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Senate: Fee increase
proposals will pass

By MELANIE McCLAIN
Staff writer

With the elimination of a $4
proposed increase in student fees
for next year, Student Government
officials expect to meet little
opposition when passing a
resolution that will raise fees by
$22 a semester.
The senate will vote
Wednesday on a resolution that
raises student fees by $22, totaling
$413.20 a semester.
The resolution eliminates a $4
fee increase proposal from the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, which some senate
members say are in the best
interest of the students.
”I think everyone but the union
fee increase proposal will pass,”
said senate member Trevor
Griffin. “I really don’t think there
will be any more amendments.”
Senate member Jeff Zilch, who
along with Griffin authored the fee
increase resolution, said the Union
fee increase was eliminated
because
“there
was
an
overwhelming number of students
on campus who did not believe the
Union deserved that money.”
However, the resolution asks
for the following increases in
student fees: $5 for athletics; $5
for Health Service; and a $10
increase
for
Computer
Technology. The resolution also
includes a mandatory $2 Grant-inAid increase.
Under the fee increases
proposal from the Union, the

By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor

More than 350 people gathered
to watch a re-enactment of the
1858 Abraham Lincoln-Stephen
Douglas Debates held this
weekend on the steps of the Coles
County Courthouse.
Many townspeople, dressed in
1800s attire, walked around the
Square visiting with people as
they also added to the 19th
century atmosphere.

■

More LincolnDouglas
debate
coverage and photos.
STORIES page 5
The weekend celebrated
Charleston’s use as a location for
one of six Lincoln-Douglas
Debates in a U.S. Senate race.
In the original LincolnDouglas debates, the political duo
traveled throughout Illinois, a free
state, to the towns of Ottawa,
Freeport, Jonesboro, Charleston,
Galesburg, Quincy and Alton,
debating the issue of slavery – an
issue that divided the nation.
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
This weekend, impersonators
also touched the slavery issue as
they presented a few of the
Kevin Hinds, 6 years old, practices his bicycle kicks at Lakeside Field
historical speeches.
Saturday’s
performance Sunday afternoon after the Women’s Soccer game. Sunday marked the
team’s fourth home game, which it dropped 1-0 to Southern Illinois
See DEBATE page 2
University at Edwardsville.

Kick it

requested $4 increases would have
gone toward an across the board
4.5 percent pay increases for
employees
and
building
improvements, according to
Shirley Stewart, director of
Student Services and Career
Planning and Development.
The proposed increases would
also have gone toward repaving
the Union driveway, making the
Sugar Shack walk-through and
continued renovation of the third
floor of the Union.
Senate member Tiffany Abbott,
who served on the Union Advisory
Board, disagrees with Zilch, and
said the Union fee increases is
needed.
”I feel the students want a
better looking Union and a lot of
options but they don’t want to pay
for it,” Abbott said.
Zilch said many of the students
with whom he spoke to, did not
support the increases because the
Union operates on a zero-line
budget, meaning it has no reserve
account for unused funds.
The athletics fee increase
proposal is also generating a lot of
interest among students, senate
members say.
Deanna Smothers, senate
member and chairwoman for the
senate’s Appropriations and
Judiciary Committee, said several
students have contacted her with
questions about the $5 increase for
athletics.
”A lot of senators who I’ve
See FEES page 2

Fraternity awarded for befriending autistic student
By BETSY COLE
Campus editor
Eastern’s Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
was recently presented a national award for
being a friend to Alex Kusmanoff.
The fraternity was recognized at an
Orlando convention because of their
charitable relationship with Kusmanoff, a
senior finance major who was diagnosed
with autism when he was 20.
The Order of Philias award is given to
those chapters who “recognize the most
unselfish example of brotherly love, caring
and human concern,” said Charles Eberly,
chapter counselor of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
”Alex lived in the residence halls his
first year at Eastern,” Eberly said. “He
was the brunt of unmerciful teasing by
other residents, so a fraternity member
agreed to be Alex’s roommate for a
semester to protect him from the teasing.”
The next fall, when Kusmanoff was 21,
his roommate moved into the chapter
house and asked the other members to
accept Kusmanoff in the house as well,
said Eberly, also a professor of educational
psychology and guidance and coordinator
of the graduate program in college studies
personnel.

It’s the best house
anyone can live in,
except for the loud music and
pounding on doors and
drunkenness at night.”
— Alex Kusmanoff,
student living in Sigma Phi
Epsilon house

“

He said the new addition provided an
education for everyone.
”They have learned a great deal about
tolerance of differences, exceptionality,
and an appreciation for what it means to be
different,” Eberly said. “The kids got the
award because they were willing to take in
someone different, work with him and deal
with the peer pressure from others.”
Kusmanoff said he is very happy Sigma
Phi Epsilon won the award. “Sig Eps is the
best fraternity,” he said.
Gail
Richard,
professor
in
communication disorders and sciences,
coordinates Kusmanoff ’s services in
conjunction with the office of disabilities.
Richard said Kusmanoff has a high

functioning autism which means he is very
bright.
”Alex has an IQ which is probably
higher than most college students, but
because of his deficits in relating to others,
people presumed he was retarded.”
Kusmanoff said that people at high
school presumed he was a paranoid
schizophrenic and a diabetic.
”When I was in the fourth grade, people
thought I was retarded, had an attention
deficit disorder and was hyperactive,” he
said. “I was misdiagnosed many times until
Dr. Richard put a correct diagnosis on me.”
Richard was the first to diagnose
Kusmanoff with autism through the
speech, language, hearing clinic.
When asked about the experience of
being misdiagnosed, Kusmanoff said it was
“very terrible. People mistreated me when
I was a kid.”
Now he is happy to live in the Sigma
Phi Epsilon house.
”It’s the best house anyone can live in,
except for the loud music and pounding on
doors and drunkenness at night,”
Kusmanoff said. “Sometimes people can
be annoying when I have a morning class.”
Kusmanoff’s lifestyle includes a great
deal of studying and he is easily distracted

by noise. But he is very intelligent, Richard
said.
”If you tell him your date of birth, he
can calculate what day of the week you
were born,” Richard said.
Richard said Kusmanoff has made
phenomenal gains since he moved into the
house.
”The fraternity is like a protective net
for Alex,” Richard said. “People who care
are around all day, every day to introduce
him to others, help him make friends and
educate others about his condition.”
They are also models of normal male
behavior, she added.
”The fraternity is a positive influence
for Alex,” Richard said. “It’s difficult for
Alex to make friends, but the guys make
sure he’s always included.”
”Everyone is really receptive (to his
needs),” said Bill Housey, a senior finance
major who also lives in the fraternity
house.
Housey said Kusmanoff is accepted and
well-liked in the house and he hasn’t had
any problems with teasing since he moved
in.
Kevin Groppel, a senior psychology
See FRATERNITY page 2
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DEBATE

Byrd’s Cleaners

from page one
higher point,” Sterling said. “In his
last speech at Alton, he mentions the
Declaration of Independence 11
times. It is a moral issue – it is
wrong to have slaves.”
Although the impersonators only
debated about 30 minutes each, the
original debates lasted three hours,
Sterling said.
Before the impersonators debated
Sunday, Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill gave a brief historical
speech about the turmoil the nation
was going through during that era.
“Shortly after the debates,
Lincoln became president and led
our nation through the Civil War,”
he said. “I think an annual review
highlighting the slavery and equality
issue needs to be reminded every
year.”
Poshard, who used to teach high
school history, said he enjoyed portraying Douglas because the 18481875 period of American history
intrigues him.

included U.S. Rep. Glenn Poshard,
D-Marion, who gave his debut presentation impersonating Stephen A.
Douglas, and Joe Woodard as
Abraham Lincoln. Woodard is an
impersonator of Lincoln at the
Lincoln Log Cabin historical site
south of Charleston.
On Sunday, local Lincoln impersonator and retired Eastern speech
professor B.F. McClerren and
Russel Brazzel, a professor at
Millikin University in Decatur, presented the last speech of the weekend.
The two performed a combination of speeches compiled by
McClerren, taken from the seven
original Lincoln-Douglas debates.
Robert Sterling, an associate history professor who specializes in the
Civil War era, said Sunday’s debate
mainly focused on the issue on slavery.
”By the last three (original)
debates, Lincoln had reached a

FEES

from page one
”A lot of senators who I’ve spoken to aren’t too thrilled about the
athletics and Union increase,”
Smothers said. “But we’re here to
vote for what the students want.”
Under the athletics fee proposal,
the additional funds would eliminate the entrance fee for various
sports and helping increase gender
equity, said Deb Polca, associate
athletic director and senior
women’s administrator.
The fee increases resolution also
stipulates that no less than 80 percent of the funds would go toward
enforcing Title IX regulations. Title
IX is a regulation requiring colleges
to maintain gender equity in their
athletic programs.
Smothers said several coaches
and athletes have asked for support
for the increase proposal.
Senate members also say most
students have supported fee increases in Health Service and Computer
Technology.
”A lot of people say they don’t
want to cut corners when it comes
to their health,” said Senate Speaker
Kevin Piket. Zilch also agreed that

students do not want to cut funding
to the Health Service.
The proposed Health Service fee
increase would go toward eliminating a $86,000 deficit for this year,
which is the result of additional
payments to retired employees, the
purchase of an air-conditioning unit
and salary increases, said Lynette
Drake, director of Health Services.
The resolution also stipulates
that the money raised through a fee
increase for Health Service will not
go toward installing cable television
in the waiting room, as was originally proposed.
The proposed $10 fee increase
for Computer Technology has also
met with little opposition, senate
members say.
”I have not heard from one student who does not want the fee
increase for technology,” Zilch said.
The Computer Technology fee
hike would update campus computers. Harry Nelsen, director of
Academic Computing, said about
74 percent of all Eastern’s computers were obsolete at the end of last
year.

FRATERNITY
Kevin Groppel, a senior psychology major, is a mentor for
Kusmanoff.
”We (fraternity members) don’t
baby him, but we try to watch out
for his best interests.”
Groppel said that when new
members join the house, they are
educated about Kusmanoff’s con-

from page one

dition.
Groppel is doing an independent study with Kusmanoff under
the supervision of Marjorie HanftMartone, an instructor in the psychology department.
”I would do it even if I didn’t
get credit for it,” he said. “I enjoy
being around him.
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Smoking policy or clean spirit?
University,
Indian group
at odds over
club ceremony
By BETSY COLE
Campus editor
The
Organization
of
Traditional Indian Lifeways is
seeking the right to perform a
religious ceremony that may
conflict with Eastern’s no-smoking policy.
Tom Leonard, organizer for
the American Indian group, said
his group is meeting opposition
to performing the religious
cleansing ceremony called
smudging. The smudging ceremony involves smoke, which is
not allowed in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, where
the group meets.
“Eastern claims to be diverse,”
Leonard said. “But it must
accept all races and cultures
along with their customs and

religions.”
At the group’s first meeting,
the ceremony was performed
outside the Union to abide by the
policy, but Leonard said they
have a problem with doing it
outside.
“Outside there are massive
distractions,” Leonard said.
“People walking by and yelling
at each other, cars driving by
with radios blasting.”
The smudging ceremony
involves the use of sage, tobacco, sweetgrass and cedar, which
are burned together in a shell. A
hawk’s tail is then used to sweep
the smoke over each member’s
body.
“Smudging is a purification
and a cleansing of the spirit,”
Leonard said. “Anything that’s
troubling you will rise with the
smoke and become connected
with
the
spirit
called
Gicheemanado.”
Leonard said participants in
the ceremony need to focus in
order to have a connection with
the spirit.
Leonard’s wife, Tammy, a
Building Service Worker in
Greek Court, said the group

should be able to perform the
smudging ceremony because
Union officials changed its regulations to allow the Black
Student Union to hold dances
after Union hours.
“The Black Student Union
was allowed to do this because it
was their culture to socialize
those hours,” Tammy Leonard
said.
Tammy Leonard said the university should make similar
allowances for all cultures.
“We’re not trying to bully our
way into anything,” Tammy
Leonard said. “We just want to
be respected, heard and accepted.”
Vice President of Student
Affairs Lou Hencken requested
that Tom Leonard write a letter
to the university explaining the
ceremony and detailing why the
university should make an
exception to the smoking policy.
Once he receives the letter,
Hencken said he will check policies at other schools in states like
North and South Dakota, where
there is a high American Indian
population. No immediate action
is planned, he said.

Information tables key to Student
Senate’s decision on fee increases
Information available
through Wednesday
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
Student Senate members say the vote on proposed student fee increases will rest on students’
opinions provided at campus information tables.
“We were elected to represent the students and
we want to get their input so we can use that to
make a decision,” said senate member Keith
Ryniak. “(The tables) give students an option to
voice their opinion, and hopefully they will.”
The senate will vote Wednesday on the proposed
$22 increase, which would raise fees from $391.20
to $413.20 a semester.
The table will be established in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union through Wednesday,
when the fees will be voted on at the senate meet-

ing. The table will also be set up nightly outside of
each university dining service through Wednesday.
Senate member and Appropriations/Judiciary
Board Chairwoman Deanna Smothers said she
anticipates a total of about 100 students coming to
the table with their questions and concerns on the
fees.
“We didn’t expect this to get an overwhelming
response,” Smothers said. “But the way I look at it,
some response is better than none at all.”
Smothers said her main goal in establishing the
table was to inform the students about the proposals
and get their opinion on them before voting.
So far, Smothers said most of the students who
have come to the table have spoken on the issue of
the proposed $5 athletics fee increase, including the
women’s cross country team.
While Smothers said many of the students who
spoke for the athletics fee are directly involved in
athletics program, she said any student who is
strongly opposed to the fees have an opportunity to
give senate members their input on the issue.

Senate to look at provost search delay
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday is
expected to discuss Eastern
President David Jorns’ plan to
postpone the second search for
provost and vice president for
Academic Affairs until next fall.
The senate meets at 2 p.m.
Tuesday in the BOG Room of
Booth Library.
Senate member John Allison
asked Jorns last Tuesday at an
open faculty convocation, regarding the search delay to visit the
senate and discuss the situation
with the faculty.
Barring strong faculty disapproval, Jorns said the search for a
new provost will not begin until
next fall. The first search ended in
May but no applicants were hired.
“I will field any questions, but I
honestly don’t anticipate having
any serious opposition to waiting
on the search based on what I’ve
heard,” Jorns said. “All of the
mail I’ve received so far has been
to wait.”
Allison said he is concerned
with the amount of time the senate
and faculty have to make a decision, and form opinions since

I’m very pleased the president has agreed to
address the issue at the senate meeting,”
Allison said. “But it is a very small time line of
discussion if (Jorns) wants closure on the issue
Tuesday.”
– John Allison
Senate member

“

Jorns has asked for closure on the
subject at Tuesday’s meeting.
“I’m very pleased the president
has agreed to address the issue at
the senate meeting,” Allison said.
“But it is a very small time line of
discussion if (Jorns) wants closure
on the issue Tuesday.”
The provost position was vacated in May when former vice president Barbara Hill retired. Terry
Weidner has been acting provost
and vice president for Academic
Affairs since Hill’s retirement.
Senate Vice Chairman Gary
Foster said he has heard a variety
of suggestions from faculty
regarding the best time to initiate
a new search.
One benefit of waiting until
next year would be to smooth the
transitions occurs in higher education over the next six months,

Foster said.
The Board of Governors,
Eastern governing body, is set for
elimination Jan. 1 when individual
boards will take governance over
the five BOG schools.
“The entire system of higher
education in Illinois will be
changing,” Foster said. “It may be
better to carry over (with
Weidner) for the stake of stability.”
Foster said he also heard negative aspects of waiting on the new
search from faculty that would
warrant an immediate search.
“Sometimes acting administrators become caretakers rather than
being proactive,” Foster said. “On
the other hand, as an acting
provost, (Weidner) may be less
reluctant to make important decisions.”
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Why the president’s
budget should be
everyone’s business
“I have my budget,” President David Jorns told
30 onlookers at a Brown Bag luncheon last week,
“and what I do with it is my business.”
The statement was in response to a question
about expenditures within the President’s Office –
specifically an $8,100 raise for Jorns’ executive
secretary.
But Jorns’ statement telling the campus community that his budget is his business is administrative
arrogance, and illustrates a misconception about
who has the right to question the president’s spending practices. For Jorns to say others should not
dare question his expenditures is the wrong thing
for the president to say.
Where does the President Office’s budget money
come from? Tuition,
which every student pays,
and tax money, which
every working member of
this state pays.
Because Eastern is a public state institution, the
money Jorns spends comes from funds from citizens of the state of Illinois. They have every right
to know where their money is being spent.
To a greater extent, every faculty member and
department head that has seen their salaries kept
down or their areas downsized has a right to wonder how responsible the president is with the budget. Every dollar the president wastes is money that
could be going to better courses, more library materials or pay increases.
All these entities should have a voice and say so
in how Jorns spends his money. Jorns’ record
involving his President’s Office expenditures has
certainly given taxpayers the right to question,
especially during the past two semesters.
And what has the president spent his money on?
A $30,000 space in the President’s Budget was
used last year to create a public relations position,
and dozens of air flights last year dwarfed the $200
a year faculty are allocated for travel expenses.
Then there is the increase of executive secretary
Judy Gorrell’s salary, which Jorns tried to justify by
pointing out that she has assumed additional duties,
those once held by Administrative Assistant
Maxine Clayton, who recently retired.
So when a president of a public university tells
the members of the public it’s none of their business how he spends their money, it’s a cause for
concern. At Eastern, when you hear that response
and then see what some of that money has been
spent on, you have twice the reason to worry.

Buy cool clothes and help charity, too
A woman came to the Depot a
day after her home and most of her
family’s belongings went up in
smoke.
Her family had just finished a
great deal of work on their trailer
home when tragedy struck and a
fire ravaged their Charleston home.
“In the blink of an eye, it’s all SAM McKEE
gone,” said Gena Bunch, secretary Regular columnist
and treasurer for the Depot, a notfor-profit store that has recently
opened its doors to the whole community. “They had nothing.”
The store, 722 Jackson St., provided bedding, clothing and
a multitude of household items. And up until August, the
store concentrated on giving free services to people in need.
But an influx of bills and a lack of financial donations forced
the store to open its doors to everyone, and then charge those
who could afford to pay.
“We couldn’t make it,” Bunch said. “Our (financial) donations were about nil and we needed to do something.”
The conversion to a thrift store should provide the extra
money, but store owners are going to need help from the city
and campus if they want to provide the assistance they have
in the past.
This charity agency’s need for customers comes at the
heels of a recent trend that says, “Why buy new, when you
can buy used.” In fact, it almost seems cooler to find something in a store from another decade than to buy a ’90s retroflashback version of it.
The store is packed from wall-to-wall with jeans, corduroys, tie-dye dresses, flannels and jackets. They’ve already
provided some ’70s style clothing to members of the Greek
community for special theme nights.
“Now, we’ll be able to service all of the community,”
Bunch said. “We’re hoping we can meet needs for campus
clothing.”
Organizers are seeking to create a high quality thrift store
to boost their service to the less fortunate. “We’ve removed
everything that was stained, ripped or torn,” Bunch said.
But like any good thrift store, you can find little oddities
that you wouldn’t be able to find anywhere else – like those
happy shirts that advertise chain saws, John Deere lawn mowers or boast cheesy slogans. A sky blue T-shirt at the store
proclaims in large white letters, “Thirty and still Frisky.”
For 75 cents, you just can’t beat that.

There’s also some great headgear at the shop, including fluorescent orange duck hunting hats with
pull down ear muffs, and German
“But at the
hats with multicolored feathers for
heart of the
that special date.
store is its misWhen the temperatures drop and
Lake Charleston freezes over, you
sion to clothe
can buy moon boots at the store.
the poor.”
But outside of those humorous
items, there are some nice clothes,
including J. Crew shirts and Levi
Jeans.
“You really can’t beat getting a $40 pair of jeans for $3,”
Bunch said.
The store also sells books, friendship bracelets, alarm
clocks, jackets and many other items.
But at the heart of the store is its mission to clothe the poor.
Workers are expected to finish construction within two
months on the basement, the new home of the outreach.
Until then, those in need can come to the thrift shop.
“If they have a need, we’ll help them,” Bunch said. “If they
have enough money to shop here, we encourage them to help
someone else who is worse off by buying their clothes.”
The volunteers have been encouraged by past clients who
have become paying customers or volunteers.
“We’re actually helping them help themselves,” Bunch
said. “They’re getting to the point where they want to help
out.”
The new hours for the store are from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday; 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Wednesday; and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday.
The Depot has served an average of 1,000 people a month
since it opened in 1991. The store’s clients are the temporary
homeless, migrant workers, single parents, low-income families, victims of house fires and domestic violence, and any
other people who find themselves in need.
Bunch said she feels Eastern students will play a powerful
role in helping the Depot thrive.
“The college students are going to help us keep our doors
open,” Bunch said. “If you’re coming in here to shop, the
money is going to help somebody else who can’t afford to be
clothed.”
Charity never tasted so sweet – or came so easily.
– Sam McKee is features editor and a regular columnist
for The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Let every man mind his own business.
– Miguel de Cervantes

President quashes
1949 reunion plans
Dear editor:
I’m a 1949 graduate of Eastern
State High School, went to Eastern
from 1957-58 and graduated from the
University of Illinois in Champaign in
1963.
On Sept. 7, there was an all-year
alumni banquet of alumni from
Teacher’s College/Eastern State High
School.
When making my reservation, I
asked a lady in Eastern’s Alumni
Department if I could have four or
five minutes on the program and pass
out fliers telling of my research. I
have been working on finding the
proper nomenclature for Assembly
Hall, which is the temporary name
given to the building in 1963.
Like you, millions of Illinois citi-

your turn
zens don’t know that Assembly Hall
was designated a temporary name in
1963 until a referendum could be
held. The referendum failed, hence
the misnomer “Assembly Hall.”
President David Jorns said I could
not come to the banquet and pass out
fliers because that would be soliciting.
Nonsense! That would be sharing my
activities with my former classmates,
some of whom I haven’t seen since
1949.
So I canceled my reservation.
Maybe some support will be forthcoming from Eastern students and
faculty who have been in this magnificent building but don’t realize the
name, Assembly Hall, is a dud.
Square name for a round building!

Bill Trexler

Thanks for the help,
don’t forget us when
end of year comes
Dear editor:
At the beginning of each fall
semester the Haiti Connection has its
annual “Mugs for Rugs” yard sale.
We would like to thank all those who
donated items which helped raise
$1,700. The money will help support
a store and relief center in Barasa,
Haiti, and a medical clinic in the
Haitian capital of Port-au-Prince.
The only way for us to have continued success is by your donations, so if
you find yourself at the end of the
year saying, “All this STUFF won’t
fit in my car,” remember it will fit in
ours!

Annie White
Chairwoman, Haiti Connection

The Daily Eastern News
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History revisited
Locals bring 137-year-old debates to life

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
Above, participants in the weekend Lincoln-Douglas debate re-enactments wore clothes reminiscent of 1858,
when the original debates took place. Below, participants hold up placards showing their support for either
Lincoln or Douglas.

Eastern professors
take part in debates

Vendors
unhappy
with
turnout

By LISA KOENIG
Staff writer

By THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writer
Many vendors at this weekend’s
Lincoln-Douglas Days believe
there could have been more promotional efforts to improve attendance
and booth sales.
Mary O’Neill, a Charleston resident and a jewelry vendor at the
debates, said there should be
“something to attract attention, like
music or live entertainment.”
Even though vendors complained about the crowd, debate
coordinators were pleased with the
turn-out.
“I was happy with the turn-out
we had,” said Sherry McKee,
planning coordinator for the
debates. “I think we had a really
good weekend.”
McKee, who said an exact attendance count hadn’t been tabulated,
said she looked for vendors who
could bring people to the debates.
“We invited people as we traveled
around and saw them,” she said.
Advertisements also were placed
in papers, and some vendors were
asked personally, McKee added.
Vendors said they did bring in more
profits compared to the debates last
September, despite what they
thought was a lack of promotional
effort.
“I sold a little better than last
year,” said Ernie Miller, an Eastern
art major, and a pottery vendor at
the festival.
However, Miller said he did not
see any advertising for the debates
on campus or hear any on radio stations.

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
U.S. Rep. Glenn Poshard, D-Marion, poses as Stephen A. Douglas in
Saturday’s debate outside of the Charleston Courthouse on the
Charleston square.

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
O’Neill, whose sales exceeded
the goal she had set, said the crowd
was small, but the business was
good.
Not all vendors reported good
business at this year’s debates.
Eljay Grissom, a craft vendor at the
debates, said she had an “average”
amount of sales.
“I was really disappointed in the
crowd,” Grissom said.

Flyers with information about
the debates and attractions should
have been distributed throughout
the town and on campus, Grissom
added.
Grissom also said there should
have been more advertising, but
“not just in the Charleston paper.”
This is the second year
Charleston has celebrated the
debates.

Charleston’s re-enacted
debates between Stephen A.
Douglas and Abraham Lincoln
are not the only attractions
offering information about historic Illinois politicians.
Eastern associate professors
Thomas Scism and Robert
Sterling played minor roles in
this weekend’s LincolnDouglas Days by offering presentations on the political
careers of Lincoln and Douglas.
The debates, a re-enactment
of the original debates that took
place in 1858, consisted of two
debates on Saturday and
Sunday on the steps of the
Coles County Court House.
Sunday’s debate consisted of
excerpts from all seven of the
Lincoln-Douglas Debates.
This is the second year
Charleston hosted the famous
debates.
Scism, a member of the political science department, impersonated a commentator for
Douglas, telling the 150 spectators about the background of
the debates, and what Douglas
did to prepare for them.
Scism said he didn’t set out
to be an authority on Douglas.
“A colleague and I were
doing research on how political
parties were born (before getting interested in Douglas),”
Scism said.
“We chose Illinois because
we live here. We couldn’t help
but learn about Douglas.”
More people know the name
Stephen A. Douglas for his
debates and his contribution to
politics, Scism said. When
Douglas was in his early 20’s,
around the time of 1835 to

We
chose
Illinois because
we live here.
We couldn’t help but
learn about Douglas.”
— Thomas Scism,
political science
professor

“

1841, he played a major role in
developing the Democratic
party in Illinois.
Douglas
believed
in
Democracy and everyone
should participate, Scism said.
“He forced democracy to
come to Illinois,” Scism said.
Robert Sterling, a professor
in the history department,
played the part of Lincoln’s
commentator and friend,
William Chambers, during the
Sunday debate.
Chambers was an Illinois
doctor who opposed slavery.
Sterling, who has taught civil
war history for many years, said
he became interested in debates
through his love of history,
which he acquired in high
school.
“Around the time of the
debates, Lincoln had just gotten
active in the anti-slavery movement,” Sterling said.
“He wanted to be re-elected
to Congress to have a voice in
the Senate. Lincoln had a seat
in Congress in the 1840’s, but it
wasn’t renewed until the early
1850’s.”
Sterling said most people are
“pedestrian illiterate” about the
debates, meaning they know it
revolves around the issue of
slavery, but do not understand
the other issues of the day.
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Panther’s Lounge protest numbers shrink Summer
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor

Although a smaller crowd
turned out this weekend to protest
topless dancing at Panther ’s
Lounge, protest coordinators still
label the event a success.
“Several students went on a
retreat this weekend,” said Rev.
Scott Sims, a protest coordinator.
“So there was an increase in
townspeople to make up for it.”
Sims said about 70 people participated in the weekend event.
Close to 100 students and residents gathered for their second
protest the weekend before.
Sims said there is wide-spread
support against topless dancing,
despite the low turn-out this weekend.
“Some people are simply intimidated by a public demonstration,”
Sims said.
Topless dancers have performed
at Panther’s, 1421 Fourth St., from
9 p.m. to 2 a.m., three of the past
four weekends. Customers entering the establishment, owned by
Mike Bickers, were required to be
18 years old and alcohol wasn’t
allowed on the premises.
Sims said harassment by passing motorists and by-standers has
subsided considerably.
“Maybe they have just gotten
used to us,” Sims said.

According to Sims, there have
been no physical confrontations
between demonstrators and
Panther’s patrons or by-standers.
Sims said demonstrators have
not considered scheduling more
protests, even though the last
demonstration will take place
Friday. Protesters decided to hold
four weekend protests after the
first gathering Sept. 1.
“More protests will, of course,
be considered, but our main goal
was simply to communicate our
disapproval of the establishment,”
Sims said. “We were not naive
enough to think the proprietor
would be influenced by our
appearance.”
In addition to support from
Charleston residents, Sims said the
Charleston City Council seems to
support the protesters’ efforts as
well. Sims said the city would support a new ordinance that would
prohibit topless dancing, although
the ordinance faces court opposition.
“(The courts) want to call this a
First Amendment right,” Sims
said. “The courts have called it a
freedom of expression.”
City commissioner Greg
Stewart and city attorney Brian
Bower are investigating ordinances in other cities in an attempt
to formulate an ordinance amendment.

students
get top
marks
By KATIE VANA
Staff Writer
More than half of the students who attended Eastern
over the summer received A’s,
with a total of 4,565 students
out of an enrollment of 8,816
receiving top marks.
The grades from summer
school were made known to all
academic departments in
August in a report compiled by
Charles Evans, assistant vice
president for Academic Affairs.
Evans said the Grade
Distribution by Course Prefixes
for last summer is a routine
report designed to keep faculty
aware of student performance.
“The results of the report are
not anything for one to draw
inferences on,” Evans said.
“There are good reasons, such
as smaller classes and graduate
courses, for a higher proportions of A’s earned.”
Other faculty members say
oftentimes summer school is
conducted differently so to
improve academic performance.
“Most (summer) courses are
taken by seniors and people
committed to future professions, so they are working harder,” said Carol Helwig, chairwoman of the elementary education department.
During summer school session, more workshops are
offered and in many cases students are more motivated, said
James Quivey, chairman of the
English department. Students
may be repeating classes and
smaller class sizes may
attribute to the better grades, he
added.
“There is a different atmosphere in summer school and
students are concerned about
fewer classes,” Quivey said.
Although grades are higher
in the summer, the English
department only had 28 percent
of students earn A’s in the summer, Quivey said.

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
Students and Charleston residents protest the topless dancers Friday
night along the intersection of Lincoln Avenue and Fourth Street..

Student deans: Improving relations a priority
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
Eastern’s new student deans say their
major responsibility is to improve relations
between the administration and students in
their colleges, so to better represent the student body.
Last spring, the following student deans
were appointed to these departments: Brian
Anderson, Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences; Shannon Andrews,
the College of Education and Professional
Services; Stuart Kaeding, College of
Sciences; Claire Mulcahy, College of Arts
and Humanities; and John Davenport, the
Graduate School.
Kaeding said the main duties of the student deans are to provide leadership for the
student body, address concerns and make
recommendations on issues that arise.
The deans also have to serve on the
Council of Student Deans, which is chaired
by Amy Decker, student vice president for
academic affairs.
“The book definition (of the deans’
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go out and do what we need to do,”
Davenport said, adding he also wants to see
graduate students get more involved in
Student Government issues.
Kaeding said he wants to meet periodically with faculty and various organizations in
his college.
“I want to learn about any concerns and
issues that may arise in their specific department,” Kaeding said.
Anderson and Davenport both said they
have met with the deans of their respective
colleges to begin work in their respective
positions.
“He (Ted Ivarie) was very, very receptive,” Anderson said. Ivarie, who is the dean
of the College of Business, encouraged him
to meet with students in the college and
appointed Anderson to the Student Advisory
Board, Anderson said.
Mulcahy said it is imperative to keep in
contact with the deans of the colleges to
develop an effective working relationship.
“Before they’re going to trust us with getting committees together, they’re going to
have to learn to trust us,” Mulcahy said.

responsibilities) is to help with grade
appeals and any other need the students may
have,” Anderson said. “But it can always be
extended.”
The five deans have different views as to
what the student deans’ responsibilities
include.
Davenport and Anderson both said they
want to speak to different groups in their
colleges to let students know what the student deans are responsible for and how to
contact them.
Andrews said her one goal in the position
would be to make requirements for things
such as internships more clear in the college
catalog.
Kaeding said he would try to provide
leadership to students within his college by
compiling a list of students and sending
them an introductory letter.
He also said he wants to place his name
on all syllabi for the department, so students
would be able to get in contact with him
should the need arise.
“Now that we have our roles defined, I
think it’ll be a very simple matter for us to
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Accounting job fair to be held
By DENISE RENFRO
Staff writer
Accounting students have the
opportunity to meet with 13 business representatives and learn
about the job application processes as part of Accounting Day on
Tuesday.
Everyone is welcome to attend
the event, said Brandon Duck, the
director of publicity for Beta
Alpha Psi and member of Student
Accounting Society. “It will be
especially good for juniors and
seniors to gather information, but

underclassmen are welcome as
well,” Duck said.
Panels of public and private
accountants will be giving background information about themselves and their represented organizations at 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
They will also address the expectations of workers in the entry
level positions.
Accountants will talk at 3 p.m.
about the interviewing process.
They will be speaking specifically on the office visit, resume,
campus interviews, and the job
search process.

A reception will follow the
panel at 4:30 p.m. in the Lumpkin
Student Lounge.
“This will give students an
opportunity to meet with participants to ask any further questions
and inquire about employment
opportunities,” Duck said.
He said professional attire is
recommended for the entire day.
The petitioning chapter of Beta
Alpha Psi, a new honorary
accounting fraternity, SAS and
the Department of Accountancy
and Finance will sponsor the
event.

Chicago school officials question
practicality of student desegration
CHICAGO (AP) – Fifteen years after the U.S.
Justice Department sued the Chicago Public Schools
for racially segregating students, school officials are
considering asking the federal government to modify or dissolve its integregation order.
School officials are finding the desegregation
effort largely futile. After all, it is hard to equalize
the schools’ racial makeup when 11 percent of the
students in the Chicago public schools are white.
But administrators also say the hiring of teachers
is confusing and inefficient because the desegregation plan sets racial quotas among the faculty. Like
students, teachers also want to go to schools in their
own neighborhoods.
Because of segregated housing patterns in the
city, white teachers tend to apply for jobs in predominately white neighborhoods. Minority teachers
want to be near their homes as well, throwing the
racial mix at schools out of balance.
Two-thirds of the city’s schools have been unable
to comply with guidelines dictating the faculty’s
racial makeup.
As a result, some principals are forced to turn
away qualified candidates for teaching positions
because they are of the wrong race. Other principals
say less capable teachers get hired because they are
of the right race. Some positions never get filled,
only covered with a succession of substitute teachers.
Charles Mingo, principal of the mostly black
DuSable High School on the South Side, said the
same students whom the desegregation plan tried to

help are now being hurt by it.
“My problem is that white teachers don’t necessarily want to come here,” Mingo said. “And I can’t
do anything with talented black teachers who do
want to come here because (school officials) tell me
I have too many of them. We need to do something
with this (desegregation plan) because it’s not fair to
the students.” Paul Vallas, the school district’s chief
executive officer, has appointed a task force to
examine how the hiring of teachers is being hampered by the desegregation effort.
“We will make a case to get more flexibility on
teacher hirings,” Vallas said. “I’d like to resolve this
thing before we start recruiting for next September.”
Other school districts have been successful in loosening federal desegregation requirements.
Last week, a federal judge ruled that Denver is no
longer obligated to bus students to achieve integration. In June, a federal court struck down Kansas
City’s $1 billion desegregation plan, which included
busing city students to the suburbs.
Despite the problems with integration, there
remain strong critics of any attempt to dismantle the
desegregation order.
“I do think any weakening of the effort to bring
about an integrated, pluralistic school system is
intolerable from our perspective,” said James
Compton, executive director of the Chicago Urban
League.
But school board attorney Robert Markin said the
district would remain committed to integration even
if it ends the desegregation agreement.

Bosnian Serbs pick up withdrawl pace
SARAJEVO,
BosniaHerzegovina (AP) – Hours before
the 72-hour moratorium was to
expire Sunday evening, Defense
Secretary William Perry said
Bosnian Serbs had picked up the
pace of withdrawal.
Perry, speaking to reporters in
the former Yugoslavia republic of
Slovenia, said he expected the
suspension could be continued.
To the west, rebel forces that
once seemed invincible melted
away before a government offensive.
Senior Western diplomats said
their efforts to forge a peace deal
for Bosnia had reached a critical
point. Negotiators scrambled to
incorporate rapidly changing front
lines into their plans, and worried
the government’s rapid advance
on the Serb stronghold of Banja
Luka could drag Serbia into the
conflict.
``The next few days and hours
may determine the fate of the
war,’’ said U.N. envoy Richard
Holbrooke as he arrived in
Sarajevo for talks with the
Bosnian government.
Bosnian Prime Minister Haris
Silajdzic refused to say how far
government forces might go. But
he said he believed they were in
control of the situation for the first
time.
Another refugee tragedy was
unfolding as civilians fled the
fighting.
AP reporter Jovana Gec, on a
tour organized by Bosnian Serb
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officials, saw about 60 pieces of
heavy weaponry near the edge of
the 12{-mile zone, heading away
from Sarajevo.
The convoys – one heading
south and one heading west –
included tanks, howitzers, mortars, multibarrel rocket launchers,
anti-aircraft guns and ammunition.
``I feel like crying,’’ a Bosnian
Serb soldier yelled from atop a
departing tank.
Sochacki said the number of
weapons removed had steadily
increased from the 71, reported to
have been moved by midnight
Saturday. She did not give a total
figure. Bosnian radio put the number at about 150, and Western military sources indicated that was
correct.
Bosnian Serb leaders had previously rejected NATO and U.N.
Demands to pull about 300
heavy weapons out of the zone,
preferring instead to hunker down
under the NATO bombing campaign.
Holbrooke made a deal with
Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic, who has been negotiating for the Bosnian Serbs, under
which only certain large-caliber
weapons would be withdrawn.

That angered the Bosnian government and frustrated U.N. officials
in Sarajevo.
Terms reported Friday included
only very large-caliber weapons –
mortars bigger than 82 mm and
artillery bigger than 100 mm.
Previously, the United Nations
and NATO insisted on withdrawal
of all guns over 12.7 mm.
But U.N. spokesman Lt. Col.
Chris Vernon said Sunday that the
Serbs had been told that they must
remove 82-mm mortars and 100mm artillery as well.
It was not immediately clear
how many additional weapons
would have to go, but the 82-mm
mortar has been one of the Serbs’
most frequently used weapons
against Sarajevo.
Holbrooke travelled from
Belgrade, where he talked for
seven hours with Milosevic, to
Zagreb, Croatia, where he met
President Franjo Tudjman, and
then on to Sarajevo via the newly
reopened airport.
After brief talks, he headed
back to Belgrade for more meetings with Milosevic.
He said he would be returning to
Washington after a meeting
Tuesday between Tudjman and
Bosnian
President
Alija
Izetbegovic in Zagreb.
One diplomatic source said the
Tudjman-Izetbegovic meeting
was organized because of concern
that battlefield success might ruin
the anti-Serb alliance forged by
the two sides.
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities, sororities & student organization. You’ve seen credit card
fundraisers before, but you’ve
never seen the Citibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.
_____________________11/1
Save on your-AUTO INSURANCE. Call BILL HALL 3457023 or stop by HALL INSURANCE, 1010 East Lincoln Ave.
_____________________9/25

Now Taking Applications:
Charleston Lumber is looking for
energetic workers not afraid of
hard work! Work includes deliveries yard work and clean up.
Please apply at 202 6th St. No
Phone Calls. Wage will be determined by experience! Must have
a valid drivers license.
_____________________9/20
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
- Earn up to $2,000+/month
working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean,etc.). Seasonal and
full-time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0458 ext. C57381.
_____________________10/6
TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK - Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required.
For information call: 206-6321146 ext. J57381.
_____________________10/6
EXTERIORS
PAINTERS
Experienced Student Painters
needed to paint Charleston
area homes. Full or Part Time.
AMERICA’S
COLLEGE
PAINTERS 1(800)626-6267.
“painting America’s homes
coast to coast”
_____________________9/21
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION.
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33.
_____________________9/28

SPRING BREAK-Mazatlan,
Mexico. Best Prices. Best
Parties. Organize and earn free
Spring Break Trip and/or cash.
Call Todd at 800-844-2193.
_____________________9/19
Part time farm help wanted.
Work around your class schedule. 349-8788.
_____________________9/20
FREE ROOM AND BOARD
FOR THE RIGHT PERSON.
Looking for live in student to do
basic cooking and household
chores for my disable wife. For
information call 345-9489.
_____________________9/20
Bonanza hiring wait staff.
Excellent tips. Other positions
available, flexible hours. Apply
in person. 235-3141.
_____________________9/22

Lofts for sale. Made to fit bolsters. Will deliver. Leave a
message at 581-3460
_____________________9/21

FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS - GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION.
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
_____________________9/28
YOU NEED MONEY. Att’n EIU
Greeks, Clubs, orgn’s. NEW
Fundraiser oppt’y. Big $. Easy.
No $ Down. Leave message.
Tom 348-0118.
_____________________9/19
Congratulations AMY DUNCAN! It’s finally your 21st
Birthday!! Happy Birthday Love
XO Jake
_____________________9/18
AST New Members: You are
dong a great job pledging!
Keep up the good work! Tau
Love The Actives
_____________________9/18

GRETCHEN PICKETT OF
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA: You’re
doing a great job pledging and I
know you’ll make a great
active. Keep up the good work!
Luv your mommy, ELSA
_____________________9/18
Laurie Surges Happy 21st
Birthday! I will be ready to take
care of you! Tau Love, Your
Roommate Christie
_____________________9/18
Jennie Scott: Happy 21st! I
miss you, We will have to get
together Love Christie
_____________________9/18
KAREN McCANN: You mom is
so
proud
of
you.
Congratulations on going
active! You make a beautiful
DELTA ZETA. Love Hilary
_____________________9/18

Help Wanted
$331.00. Sell 72 college Tshirts-profit $331.00. Risk free.
Choose from 27 designs, or
design own. Free catalog 1800-700-4822.
____________________10/27
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL
FREE with SunSplash Tours.
Highest commissions, lowest
prices. Campus Reps wanted!
Sell
Jamaica,
Cancun,
Bahamas, Florida. 1-800-4267710.
_____________________9/29
Help wanted pizza maker and
delivery. Apply in person after 4
pm. Pagliais Pizza. Charleston.
_____________________12/8
Dairy Queen now hiring for
lunch hrs and nights. Start at
$4.75 per hour and up. Apply
20 State St.
_____________________9/25
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Seasonal and full-time employment available at National
Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses!
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N57381.
_____________________10/6
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary 206-545-4155 ext.
A57381.
_____________________10/6

Caring individuals needed to work
with developmentally disabled
adults in a small group home setting stressing community integrated
living. Those majoring in Special
Ed., Psychology, TR, Education, or
related fields may wish to take this
opportunity to gain experience
along with their degree. P.T.
Weekends available. Apply in person at Omega 8, 415 4th St.,
Charleston, 348-1723.

_____________________9/19

Wanted
G.Q. ATTITUDE SEEKING
CONFIDENT INDIVIDUALS
WITH CHARACTER. MUST BE
$ MOTIVATED AND FOCUSED.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
(217) 337-5477.
_____________________9/19
Drummer wanted for Rock
band. Call Brad 345-9840 (if
not home leave message.)
_____________________9/22

Used CD’s! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cassettes,
concert T-shirts, and video
games. We buy sell, and trade.
Music Exchange 512 N. 19th St.,
Mattoon. 234-3668

____________________10/12
Kenwood Portable CD player,
car battery adaptor, connector
tape, AC adapter, CD case with
12 CD holder. Amy 581-5105.
_____________________9/18
Fender Jazz Bass with case.
$250 or best offer. Call 5812494. Ask for Jordon.
_____________________9/21
Men’s Mountain Bike w/lock, 4
months young $260 o.b.o., great
shape, must go. Call 8009.
_____________________9/20
MAC LCIII & Monitor, $1,800
New in box, Asking $1000
o.b.o. Patrick 348-1974.
_____________________9/19
1986 Honda Elite 150 Scooter.
Looks and runs perfect. Call
345-4799.
_____________________9/25
1986 Nissan Sentra. Must Sell.
Air, new brakes and clutch.
$875 o.b.o. 345-3478
_____________________9/21

Lost & Found

Sublessors
UNIVERSITY COURT APARTMENT. HALF PRICE. NEED
SUBLEASE CALL 581-8000.
_____________________9/18

For Rent
Now open. Private room. Share
nice home with four girls near EIU.
School year 95-96. 348-8406.

_____________________12/8
Looking for 1 female student to
share large house with 6 girls.
One block from campus - 10
month lease. For more information call 345-3875.
_____________________9/21

Coin purse was found in Booth
Library. Call 6061 to identify.

_____________________9/18
Mountain bike stolen in front of
Student Services Building. Call
Yusuf at 345-7150, if found.
_____________________9/20
Found on Wed., Sept. 6 a 1994
gold class ring from Lincoln
Community. Call 348-5144 to
claim.
_____________________9/20

Announcements
Horse boarding only 1 1/2 miles
SW from campus. Riding lessons
with indoor arena. 345-6453 or
348-8774
______________________12/11

campus clips
WESLEY FOUNDATION “For New Students Only” Tonite 6:30 pm.
2204 4th St.
BGC Social Standards Meeting. Tonite 6pm. Union Walkway
EIU BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE meeting. Tonite 8pm. Schahrer Rm.
All committee members must attend!
SWORD FIGHTER’S GUILD meeting. Tonite 6pm. South Quad. No
rain location.
ENGLISH CLUB meeting. Tonite 6:30 pm. CH lounge. All Welcome!
DELTA SIGMA PI weekly meeting. Today 5:30 pm. LH o17. Wear professional attire all day.
PHI BETA SIGMA Informational Meeting. Tonite 8pm Sharp! Casey Rm
of Union. Dress attire required!
BACCHUS weekly meeting. Tonite 6:30 pm. Greenup Room. Everyone
welcomed!
MATH ENERGY meeting. Tonite 6:15pm. Grand Ballroom.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Liturgy Prep. Tonite 8pm. Newman
Catholic Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Night Prayer. Tonite 10 pm. Newman
Chapel
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER has a board meeting tonight at
8pm. Greenup Room. Everyone welcomed!
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY general meeting. Tonite 7 pm. Coleman
Auditorium.
STUDENT SENATE Student fee information tables. Today 9am6:45pm. Stevenson Dining Fac./Union.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA active meeting. Tonite 6:30 pm. Sullivan Room.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

MONDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

SEPTEMBER 18

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
NBC News
Wheel of Fortune
Inside Edition

News
Inside Edition
The Nanny
Can’t Hurry Love

News
Wheel of Fortune
Marshal

SportsCenter
NFL Prime Mon.

Wings
Wings
Murder, She
Wrote

Family Matters
Jeffersons
Baseball: Cubs
at Astros

MacNeil, Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Grififth
Baseball:

Secrets of...

Unsolved
Myst.

Melrose Place

Natural World

Little House on
the Prairie

Mets at Braves

Fresh Prince
In the House

Murphy Brown
If Not For You

Football: Steelers
at Dolphins

Auto Racing

WWF Wrestling

American
Murder

Movie: Menu
Ned and Stacey

Partners

Selling Murder

St. Elsewhere
at Rockies

Water Skiing

Forever Knight

Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine

Watergate

Gandy Dancers

News
Panther Country

Good Neighbors
Movie

America’s...Wanted
Cops

Natural World

Trailside
Movie

Movie: Danielle
Chicago Hope
Steel’s Zoya, Concl.
News
David L. (10:35)

Baseball Tonight
Sports Center

Wings
Wings

News
Simon & Simon

Unsol. Myst.

Matlock
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Men’s soccer squad splits matches over weekend
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
Instead of conducting the usual serious
practice on Friday in preparation for the EIU
Classic, head coach Troy Fabiano decided to
have a little fun.
And with the team taking a positive attitude
going into the tourney, the results showed as
Eastern played with determination throughout
the weekend.
But after taking a 2-1 come from behind
win over Bradley on Saturday, Eastern stumbled in the second game on Sunday, falling to
Southwest Missouri State 4-0.
Despite the loss, Fabiano was pleased with
his team’s effort during both games of the
classic and would like to see that type of
effort during the rest of the season.
“The team really busted their butts out
there and played with the desire to win
throughout the classic,” Fabiano said. “And
even though we don’t have the depth, the
guys proved that if they play as a unit, things

are going to start going our way.”
And although the desire was there, playing
two games in a 24-hour span finally took its
toll on Sunday against the Bears of Southwest
Missouri late in the first half after playing 30
minutes of shutout soccer.
The Bears’ Matt Caution broke the shutout
by drilling a goal past Panther goalie Brian
Hecht who, despite giving up the goal, finished the half with four saves.
The Panthers’ troubles continued eight
minutes later when the Bears’ Brad Jordan
put his team up 2-0, sending Eastern into the
locker room facing a halftime deficit for the
fifth time this season.
In the second half Eastern came on the field
without the presence of midfielder Brian
Kelly, who was tossed from the game seconds
before the intermission.
But the Panthers stayed aggressive and the
performance by the defense, particularly the
play of goalie Brian Hecht, kept Eastern in the
game until the Bears’ Brad Jordan knocked in
his second goal 12 minutes into the half,

putting the Bears on top 3-0.
Eastern attempted to pull off its second
comeback of the classic but the chances just
never appeared as the Panthers were limited
to only six shots on goal. A penalty kick by
the Bears’ Mike Lamb with under eight minutes to go gave the Bears a 4-0 win and a
first-place finish in the classic.
While the Bears did come away with the
win, head coach John Leamy of Southwest
Missouri State was impressed with Eastern’s
effort.
“Overall I was very impressed with
Eastern’s team,” Leamy said. “And although
they played hard I believe that we had more
flexibility by having guys come off the bench
and it really played to our favor.”
Despite the shutout, things were not always
troubling for Eastern as the Panthers dominated most of the first half against Bradley on
Saturday, despite going into the locker room
down 1-0 after the Braves’ Brian Stahl scored
with 10 minutes to go.
“Despite giving up the goal, I thought we

controlled the first half of play and it was nice
to see the team avoid the slow start during the
first 10 minutes of the game,” Fabiano said.
Eastern continued its dominance of Bradley
in the second half. And after missing on several scoring attempts, Greg McDonald tied up
the game with under five minutes to go.
With the game looking as if it would finish
in a tie, junior sweeper Josh Cournaya put in a
goal with 30 ticks left on the clock, giving
Eastern its first win at home this season and
snapping the Panthers’ two-game losing
streak.
“We really needed the win over Bradley on
Saturday,” Cournaya said. “We just told ourselves that the game was important and it felt
good to win.”
Fabiano said he was pleased the team’s performance at the tourney.
“Although we didn’t have the depth I was
impressed with the team’s performances in
both games. And if we keep playing like this,
things are going to start turning around for
us,” Fabiano said.

Wild card hopes for Cubs Women’s soccer earns
grow dim in loss to Padres .500 in weekend games
SAN DIEGO (AP) – It’s the ultimate
achievement for a switch hitter, and San
Diego’s Ken Caminiti became the first
National Leaguer to do it in consecutive
games.
Caminiti hit homers from both sides of the
plate Sunday as San Diego routed Chicago for
a second straight day, 11-3 Sunday.
The only player in AL history to accomplish the feat was Eddie Murray of the
Baltimore Orioles on May 8 and 9, 1987.
“I guess if I tried to do it, it would never
happen,’’ said Caminiti, whose only other
two-homer, switch-hitting game also came
against the Cubs on July 3, 1994, while he
was with Houston.
Batting right-handed, Caminiti homered to
left field off lefty Roberto Rivera leading off
the fifth. Batting left-handed leading off the
seventh, he drove Turk Wendell’s first pitch
over the fence in straightaway center, extending his career-best total to 22. He hit his 19th
and 20th homers in a 12-4 win Saturday night.
Caminiti, acquired from Houston in a 12player trade in December, said he recently
agreed to a new two-year, $6 million contract
with the Padres.
“Maybe that makes it a little bit more reassuring, but by any means, I haven’t been
thinking about the contract,’’ Caminiti said.
Phil Plantier homered and drove in three
runs and Melvin Nieves also homered as the

Padres finished with 13 hits off seven Chicago
pitchers. They had 17 hits Saturday night.
The 35-year-old Valenzuela drove Kevin
Foster’s first pitch of the third inning over the
right-field fence, his 10th homer in 12-plus
seasons in the big leagues and his second this
season. The ball went nearly as high as
Plantier’s two-run home run an inning earlier.
It started a five-run rally in which the
Padres batted around and had six hits and two
walks off three Cubs pitchers.
Valenzuela (7-3) gave up a two-run home
run to former Padres catcher Mark Parent in
the fourth. He allowed six hits in five innings
and struck out four, including Sammy Sosa
three straight times, as he won his fifth straight
decision. The left-hander has won four of his
last five starts, and he won in relief on Aug.
22.
“It’s important for me to prove to everybody that I’m still enjoying this game,’’ said
Valenzuela, who admitted that his control
hasn’t been that good. He threw 98 pitches in
five innings.
Losing two of three hurt the Cubs in the
wild-card chase.
“We picked a bad time to have a couple of
poor games, in all areas,’’ Mark Grace said.
“Some of the credit has to go to San Diego,
because they have some good hitters. We’d
better play a whole lot better and do it soon or
else any chance we have will be gone.’’

By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
In one game they had it, in the other
they didn’t.
The Lady Panthers split a pair of
weekend games, defeating Harris-Stowe
College 7-0 on Saturday, and losing to
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville 1-0 on Sunday.
Eastern had plenty of offense in
Saturday’s game at Harris-Stowe. For
the second time in a week, Eastern
scored seven goals against the Hornet’s
defense.
The Lady Panthers also pitched their
third shutout of the year.
“We had seven different girls score,
and pretty much dominated,” head
coach Steve Ballard said. “It was a nice
game. We were ready for (Sunday’s)
game.”
On Sunday, Eastern hosted SIUEdwardsville, who came into the game
with a 3-0 record. The Lady Panthers
had the advantage in time of possession,
corner kicks and shots on goal, but
failed to score in the 1-0 loss.
“We just aren’t finishing,” freshman
forward Beth Aussin said.
The only score of the game came

with 13:40 left when Eastern was called
for a penalty inside their own goal box.
SIU’s Becky Thompson scored on the
ensuing penalty kick to give the
Cougars the lead and eventually the
win.
“It came down to those crucial times
when we had to put the ball in the net,
and we didn’t do it,” Ballard said.
After playing to a scoreless tie in the
first half, Eastern came out and continued putting pressure on the Cougars, but
failing to score.
Despite the goal on the questionable
penalty call, the Lady Panthers kept up
their pressure. In the last ten minutes,
they had several scoring opportunities,
including a corner kick with two minutes remaining. But again, Eastern
couldn’t finish.
Southern’s goal also overshadowed
the Lady Panther ’s great defensive
effort.
“Our team played excellent team
defense,” Ballard said. “They (SIU) got
only one good shot.”
Ballard notes the team’s inexperience
coming through. “We have to learn how
to win and the commitment it takes to
win,” Ballard said. “We just don’t have
the experience yet.”

BARGAIN
BASEMENT

ADS
10 Words – 3 Days • $2
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $100

15 Words – 7 Days • $5
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $500

15 Words – 7 Days • $7

Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $1,000

Private Parties only,
items must be priced in ad
and

AD MUST BE PREPAID!
No Refunds or Copy Changes.
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345-7849

345-7849

RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL (2 big screens)
16OZ. DRAFTS
DAIQUIRI’S
BAR MIXERS

$1.25
$2.05
$2.05

ML
&BL

LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Huge stuffed potato w/Side Salad $3.95
BLT
$3.50
Caesar Salad
$4.50 W/chicken $5.95

GRINDERS, YOUR OFF CAMPUS
STUDY PLACE, NOW OPEN DAILY
DINNER
ITALIAN CHICKEN W/SIDE SALAD,
POTATO & VEGETABLE
$6.50
ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM
AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

The Spine is Your Life Line
• Strong, but Sensitive •
Virtually every accident
causes lower back injury.
Watch for these Danger Signals

1. Headaches, Dizziness
2. Nervous Tension
3. Neck & Lower Back Pain
4. Arm & Shoulder Pain/Numbness
5. Nausea, Indigestion

Call Drs Don & Nancy Selvidge
Chiropractic Physicians
Charleston • 345-1190
Mattoon • 235-4664

Monday &Tuesday

Special!

Large 1- Topping
for only
348-5454
TM

4
4

Pizza $
$

99
9
9
Tax Not
Included

MM oo nn ddaayy NN ii gg hh tt FF oo oo tt bb aa ll ll

Dolphins vs. Steelers
22 OZ. BUD LITE $1.75
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Bears break slump,
slam Tampa Bay
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) – “A New
Day in Tampa Bay’’ looked a lot
like the old.
The Chicago Bears ruined the
Buccaneers’ home opener under
new management Sunday, intercepting two passes and blocking a
punt within a two-minute span of
the third quarter to pull away to a
25-6 victory.
Jeremy Lincoln returned one of
the interceptions 32 yards to set up
Robert Green’s 7-yard touchdown
run.
Anthony Marshall blocked
Reggie Roby’s punt four plays
later, picked up the ball and ran 11
yards for a TD that broke open the
game three minutes into the second
half.
It was the second block in as
many weeks for Marshall, who
also had one during a 27-24 loss to
Green Bay last Monday night.
Chicago (2-1) trailed by three
touchdowns before rallying against
the Packers, but Marshall’s big
play ensured the Bears wouldn’t
have to come from behind again.
“We started fast today and that
was critical,’’ said defensive lineman Alonzo Spellman. “Last week
we spotted a team 21 points early.
You saw today what happens when
you start quick.’’ Chicago, which
led 9-3 at halftime, has outscored
opponents 50-6 in the third and
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fourth quarters of its three games.
The Bears had four interceptions
and sacked Trent Dilfer twice
before Tampa Bay coach Sam
Wyche benched the second-year
pro with 10 minutes remaining.
Kevin Butler kicked first-half
field goals of 24, 37 and 22 yards.
The Bears, capitalizing on the sixth
of Tampa Bay’s seven turnovers,
put the finishing touches on the
victory with Butler’s fourth field
goal with 3:13 to go.
It was a disappointing day for
the Bucs (1-2), who honored Hall
of Famer Lee Roy Selmon at halftime and are promoting this season
– the team’s first under owner
Malcolm Glazer – as “A New Day
in Tampa Bay.’’ A crowd of 71,507
– the first September sellout at
Tampa Stadium in 13 years –
watched Dilfer complete 11 of 27
passes for 149 yards. He was
yanked after throwing his fourth
interception, but backup Casey
Weldon failed to create a quarterback controversy.
The Bears sacked Weldon twice,
forcing fumbles both times.
Meanwhile, Chicago limited
Tampa Bay’s Errict Rhett to 66
yards rushing on 19 carries and
contained receiver Horace
Copeland, who has averaged nearly
23 yards per catch while filling in
for the injured Alvin Harper.

Duncan

Have Another!

2
NITE!
PITTSBURGH
AT MIAMI
on 4 Big Screens
$3.75 Pitchers
$1.00 Well Drinks

Hackers (PG-13)

4:45, 7:00

The Prophecy (R)

5:00, 7:15

The Tie That Binds (R)
Mortal Kombat (PG-13)
Dangerous Minds (R)
The Babysitters Club (PG )

7:15
4:45,7:00
4:30, 7:30
5:00

Building Better Study Skills
This workshop will help you with
some new and effective ways to get
you on the fast track with study skills.
You will learn timely tips on textbook
reading, notetaking, paper organization, time management, and exam
strategies.
Presenter: Debbie Barker, Academic
Assistance

Wed., Sept. 20, 1995, 7PM
Kansas Room, MLK University Union
Sponsored by the
EIU Counseling Center

Babe (G)
7:00, 9:00
Something To Talk About(?)
7:15, 9:30

Friends
&Co

NOW OPEN!

8am-1pm & 7pm-11pm
Monday thru Saturday

GOURMET COFFEES
AND DESSERTS
“Your Off Campus Study Place.”

EASTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
THEATRE

Monday:
12oz

Grinder’s

Happy 21st
21 Birthday!
Love, your
A-Phi roomies

IMPORT

200
Tuesday:
$
350 Pitchers
BOTTLES only

$

Leine, Low, MGD

THIS WEEKEND:
MOTHERLODE,
MENTHOL, NIL8
509 Van Buren

345-2380

presents...

***NUNSENSE***
A Musical Comedy

Thurs, Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 21,22,23
at 8:00pm
and
Sunday Sept. 24
at 2:00pm
For Tickets Call: 581-3110

This Week in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Check TV information screens throughout Building for time & location

Dodgers drop Cards
ST. LOUIS (AP) – Ismael Valdez pitched a two-hitter and struck
out nine and Mike Piazza hit his 30th homer Sunday as the Los
Angeles Dodgers blanked the St. Louis Cardinals 8-0.
Valdez (12-11) faced only 29 hitters – two above the minimum –
as he stopped his four-game losing streak. Los Angeles, which
began the day two games behind first-place Colorado in the NL
West, stayed 1{ games ahead of Houston in the wild card race.
Eric Karros also homered for Los Angeles, his 29th of the season, and Delino DeShields matched his career high with three
stolen bases. Roberto Kelly and Tim Wallach drove in two runs
each.
Valdes (12-11) allowed just a third-inning single by Scott
Hemond and an infield single by Bernard Gilkey in the sixth in
pitching his second career shutout. He walked none in his fifth
complete game, allowing just one runner to reach second base.
Allen Watson (6-8) was tagged for five runs and eight hits in
four-plus innings. Despite the loss, the Cardinals completed their
most successful homestand of the season, going 7-2 against San
Diego, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
The Dodgers finished 6-3 on a nine-game road trip.
Los Angeles took a 2-0 lead in the second when Raul Mondesi
tripled, DeShields doubled and stole third and Kelly singled off the
glove of third baseman Jose Oliva.
Wallach’s RBI single made it 3-0 in the fourth. Piazza homered
leading off the fifth, Karros chased Watson with a single and
Mondesi singled off Brian Barber. DeShields walked, loading the
bases, and Wallach and Kelly followed with sacrifice flies.

University Board

Wants You!

Keep Reading
For More
Upcoming Events!

Tuesday, Sept. 19th
is Recruitment Night
•••Meet all the coordinators.
•••Get a better understanding of
what University Board is about.

Be there at 7:00 in the
Grand Ballroom!
~SEE YOU THERE!~

UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

Get Ready...
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Seventh heaven
Eastern keeps winning streak;
beats Tennessee-Martin, 30-22
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
The Panther victory train just
keeps on rolling. And it is building momentum every week.
Eastern’s football team erased a
second-half deficit by scoring 17
fourth-quarter points and holding
on to beat the University of
Tennessee-Martin 30-22 Saturday
night at O’Brien Stadium. The
victory puts Eastern at 3-0 this
season, and extends the second
best Division I-AA winning
streak to seven games.
The victory over the Skyhawks
also gave Eastern a sweep of
three Ohio Valley Conference
teams. Eastern beat Austin Peay
on Aug. 31 and Southeast
Missouri State on Sept. 9. Eastern
joins the Ohio Valley next season.
Eastern caused three Skyhawk
turnovers in the fourth quarter,
and converted them into 17
points. Senior linebacker Tim
Carver had two interceptions in a
six-minute span. The first was
caused when teammate Rodney
Wilson tipped a pass from
Skyhawk quarterback Todd

Mather. The Panthers converted
the turnover into a 26-yard Steve
Largent field goal which put
Eastern on top for good at 16-14.
Then defensive end Curtis
Price recovered a Mather fumble
at the Tennessee-Martin 25 yard
line. Two plays later, senior tailback Willie High ran 22 yards for
the touchdown that extended
Eastern’s lead to 23-14.
Finally, Carver intercepted a
pass from Mather, again on the
Skyhawks’ second play of the
drive. Carver returned it to the
Tennessee-Martin 29.
High then carried on four consecutive plays, bringing Eastern
down to the two-yard line.
Quarterback Pete Mauch then
sealed the Skyhawks’ fate with a
two-yard TD plunge.
High again led the offensive
attack, racking up 173 yards on
35 carries for a 4.9 yards-percarry average. He scored touchdowns on runs of 22 yards and
nine yards, with 99 of his 173
yards coming in the decisive
fourth quarter.

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
Eastern punter Shawn Denzer has his punt blocked by Tennessee-Martin’s Dexter Ford in the third quarter
of the Panthers’ 30-22 triumph over the Ohio Valley Conference’s Skyhawks. Ford’s block resulted in a safety for Tennessee-Martin, which saw its lead slip away after Eastern reeled off 17 fourth quarter points for
the Panthers’ seventh consecutive victory dating back to last season.

See VICTORY Page 9

Panthers claw back for victory Spikers make early
By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor
The Eastern football team
won 30-22 over the University
o f Te n n e s s e e a t M a r t i n S a turday night at O’Brien Stadium, giving the team its seventh consecutive victory dating back to last season.
But until halfway through
the fourth quarter, that streak
appeared to be coming to a
halt.
After carrying a 13-6 lead
g o i n g i n t o h a l f t i m e , Te n n e s see- Martin (1-1) h e ld th e
Panthers (3-0) scoreless and
took a 14-13 lead going into
the final quarter.
But regardless the score, a
win is a win and head coach
Bob Spoo is thankful his team
came out on top.
“It was a courageous win,”
Spoo said. “They don’t give
up. Our football team did what
they had to do.”
After Willie High ran into
the end zone with 6:35 remaining in the first quarter,
Eastern didn’t score another

touchdown until there was
nearly eight minutes left in the
game, leaving Spoo confused
why there was a scoring
drought.
“I don’t know,” Spoo said.
“We went in very emotionally
charged. there was a high anxiety before the game. You get
off a quick burst and then
there’s a downer.”
That “downer” Spoo referred to was how many points
Eastern tallied in the third
quarter – zero.
After Steve Largent’s 37yard field goal in the second
quarter, Eastern did not score
for over 31 minutes until
Largent connected on a 26yard attempt with 9:37 left in
the game to give the Panthers
a 16-14 lead that would last
the rest of the night.
But not all of the players
were satisfied with the performance of the team.
“Basically, we let a team
that wasn’t better than us play
with us,” High said. “We knew
what we had to do – we had
the better team. We rose above

everything else and we got the
job done.”
One factor that Spoo believes brought the team together for the comeback victory
is his team’s character.
“ I t h i n k t h e r e ’s a l o t o f
character on this football
team.” Spoo said. “And I think
it’s going to go a long way.”

Team
Conf.
All
EASTERN
0-0
3-0
Indiana State
0-0
2-1
Western Illinois 0-0
2-1
Illinois State
0-0
1-2
Northern Iowa
0-0
1-2
Southern Illinois 0-0
1-2
SW Missouri St. 0-0
1-2
Saturday’s games
EASTERN 30, Tenn-Martin 22
Indiana State 41, Glenville St. 14
Nortern Iowa 55, Lock Haven 10
Western Ill. 41, Delaware St. 14
Buffalo 19, Illinois State 6
Arkansas St. 14, Southern Ill. 9
Oklahoma St. 35, SW Missouri 7

exit from tourney
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer
The Eastern volleyball team journeyed to Wisconsin over the
weekend to compete in the Inntowner Invitational in Madison.
But the Panthers came back winless in three matches and will
now be searching for solutions.
Head coach Betty Ralston said that she, although not disappointed, thought her squad could have produced better results.
“This was just really not a very good showing,” Ralston said.
“It was not a good weekend at all.”
The tournament, at the University of Wisconsin, has turned out
to be an annual opportunity to lose to strong teams for the
Panthers. Last season, Ralston’s corps went 1-4 at the invite. This
season, the team bowed out with an 0-3 two-day mark.
“We just don’t do very well in Madison,” Ralston said. “We
won’t be going back there next year. We don’t do well, so we’ll
find another tournament to play in.”
Eastern opened its play in the tourney with a match against the
host Badgers on Friday night. And although the result of the first
game was closer to what Ralston had been hoping for – a stronger
start in game one – the contest proved to be a quick three game
sweep for Wisconsin.
Eastern dropped three straight games, 10-15, 3-15, 4-15. The
typical slow start for the Panthers was not as evident to Ralston in
the first game, but Eastern was still not able to salvage a win.
“It was nice to be able to come back in the first game, even
See SPIKERS Page 9

PANTHER Softball team captures two over weekend
Calendar

TC

Wed.
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Sun.
Sun.

4 p.m.
7 p.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
T.B.A.
2 p.m.
1 p.m.

for the week of
Sept. 18-24

Women’s soccer Evansville
Volleyball
Bradley
Men’s soccer
Western Ill.
Football SW Missouri State
M/W Cross country
CCI
Men’s soccer
Quincy
Women’s soccer Marquette

H
A
A
H
A
A
A

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor

Stephanie Fox got her first action as
Eastern’s softball coach this weekend, as
the Panthers competed in a one-day tournament at Illinois Central College. Fox took
over for Beth Perine who resigned this
summer.
After losing to Illinois Central 7-6 in the
first game, Eastern beat Bradley (7-2) and
St. Xavier (8-0) to complete what coach
Fox called a “good learning experience.”
“We played well (against Illinois

Central),” Fox said. “It could have gone
either way. But it wasn’t bad for our first
game of the season.”
Fox said Mandy White pitched an excellent game in Eastern’s second win. And
freshman Stacey Siebert pitched her first
college game, a two-hitter, in the victory
over St. Xavier.
“(Siebert) pitched an excellent game,”
Fox said. “We all played great in that
game.”
Leading the offense were Emily Starkey
(three runs batted in against St. Xavier),
junior college transfer Kim Hartzler (3-for-

7 on the day, three RBI) and Jennifer Cherveny, who Fox said “was on base almost
every time she was up.”
Fox said after watching Saturday’s performance, she is optimistic for the season.
“(Saturday) gave me some confidence
that we’re going to be a successful program
this year. Everyone’s excited,” Fox said.
The Panthers’ next action will be at this
weekend’s NIC Tournament in Rock Island
– a tournament Fox likens to college basketball’s National Invitational Tournament.
The tournament, which runs Friday
through Sunday, will feature 20 teams.

